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SECRETARY, MNRE REVIEWS IREDA’S
PERFORMANCE AND FUTURE ROADMAP
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Secretary, MNRE visits IREDA and interacts with employees

Shri Bhupinder Singh Bhalla, Secretary, Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE), visited
IREDA’s corporate office in Bhikaji Cama Place, New Delhi, on January 20, 2023. Shri Bhalla
reviewed the performance and the future roadmap of IREDA, followed by an interactive session
with all employees of the company.

Shri Pradip Kumar Das, Chairman & Managing Director (CMD), IREDA, welcomed the
Secretary, MNRE, Shri Dinesh Jagdale, Joint Secretary, MNRE, and other officials from MNRE
and shared IREDA's journey over the previous 35 years as well as the future plans. The
Secretary was also appraised on sectoral performance, resource mobilisation strategies,
initiatives, and diversification plan for future growth of the organization.

The challenges being faced by the company to meet the huge demand for funding for the RE
sector were also discussed, for which the Secretary has assured full support and guidance by
MNRE. A detailed presentation was also made by CMD, IREDA. All the employees took part in
the discussion through virtual mode, and Head of the Departments joined the conversation in
person. Further, Secretary, MNRE interacted with each official in person and motivated them to
contribute to the nation's sustainable development.

In his interaction, the Secretary, MNRE, appreciated IREDA for being a pioneer in the field and
supporting the RE sector since last 35 years.  He also complimented IREDA's historic
performance in the last two fiscal years, which was accomplished amid the worst business
environment ever owing to the COVID pandemic. He also appreciated IREDA’s initiatives
towards holistic growth of its Human Resources specially through activities like yoga, meditation,
sports, and trainings, etc.

Secretary, MNRE commended IREDA for reducing the net NPA from 5.61% to 2.72% in just 1.5
years. He advised IREDA to devise a suitable mechanism for funding Rooftop Solar, PM-
KUSUM, and other RE technologies. As part of the Government of India's goal to have 500 GW
of non-fossil fuel capacity by 2030, he also urged IREDA to develop an action plan for financing
RE projects in the country.
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CONTESTING THE HEGEMONY OF THE DOLLAR
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Foreign Capital, Foreign Trade
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A trader counts U.S. dollar banknotes at a currency exchange booth in Peshawar, Pakistan . |
Photo Credit: REUTERS

The fact that the multipolar international system is fast unfolding is reinforced by clear trends in
polycentric global geoeconomics. There is significant trade within the Global South; currency
swap agreements; trade in national currencies bypassing the dollar; steps towards trading oil
and gas in national currencies; the promotion of such arrangements by regional organisations;
the setting up of special accounts for internationalising national currencies; and the setting up of
financial communications systems. Is this multipolarity irreversible? Can the dollar hegemony be
challenged?

Countries outside the West say they are operating in a multipolar system and are developing
mechanisms for alternate currency exchanges to reduce risks and their dependence on the
dollar. Trade wars against China since 2018 have set China on this path. The Russia-Ukraine
war has hastened this development since Russia trades oil and commodities in ruble and
national currencies, in a model similar to the rupee-rouble trade of earlier years.

The steady but unequal growth of the ‘emerging economies’ is the base for economic
diversification. For example, the combined GDP of China, India, Russia, South Africa, Indonesia,
Brazil, Iran and Turkey exceeds that of the G7.

Inter-Asian consumption is driving high levels of trade between Asian countries. India’s trade
with Asian countries is higher than with the West. China’s trade with Asian countries more than
doubled in the last few years, beating its trade with the West. The UAE, Iran, Turkey, Indonesia,
Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia are trading in local currencies with
regional partners. Bilateral currency swaps among ASEAN countries, China, Japan, South
Korea are $380 billion and rising. Similarly, the South African rand is used by several African
countries. The Latin American countries are moving towards greater inter-regional trade.

With high exchange rates of the dollar, emerging economies have initiated trade in national
currencies bypassing the dollar. Asian central banks have over $400 billion of local currency
swap lines and trade amongst themselves. Since 2019, India has been paying Russia for fuel,
oil, minerals and specific defence imports in rupees on an informal basis. It has worked out local
currency trade with the UAE, Japan, Turkey, Korea and South Asian countries. In July 2022, the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) unveiled a rupee settlement system for international trade by
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allowing special vostro accounts in designated Indian banks, a step towards internationalising
the rupee.

China developed the Renminbi in 2015 and offers clearing and settlement services for
participants in cross-border yuan payments and trade. The yuan is being internationalised as the
International Monetary Fund has given it Special Drawing Rights status in the currency basket.
Russian banks have started using the China-based Cross-Border Interbank Payment System for
international payments, as they are debarred from the SWIFT international system.

The BRICS’s New Development Bank encourages trade and investment in national currencies
by disbursing up to 50% of its loans in national currencies since 2015. Other regional groupings
such as the Shanghai Cooperation Organization and Eurasian Economic Union and partner-
countries of the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership are setting up processes to
conduct trade, investments and settlements in national currencies. The process of creating a
common payment infrastructure and connecting national systems for the transmission of
financial information is being put in place.

A serious challenge to the petrodollar comes from moves to trade oil and gas outside the dollar
zone. This move can cut into the monopoly of the dollar that the U.S. has since the 1970s. But
while many oil producers, refiners and buyers such as Russia, India, China, Venezuela and Iran
have initiated trading hydrocarbons in national currencies, this process is yet to achieve full
force. India’s vostro accounts enable rupee payments for Russian crude and, as former RBI
governor D. Subbarao said, India can save up to $4 billion a month in forex outgo. China is
using the yuan-ruble route for Russian oil since 2020. China is in talks with Saudi Arabia and the
Gulf countries to trade oil in yuan.

What do these trends amount to? First, despite speculation, there is no move towards de-
dollarisation. The challenge for national currencies is that these are not fully convertible. Thus,
despite the rise of alternate systems of trade, and multiple currency circulation systems, the
dollar still dominates. Further rocking the dollar boat will expose these countries that have
trillions of dollars as reserve currency. Second, the dollar makes up 60% of the global currency,
the euro 20%, the yen 5.8% and the yuan 3%. To make an alternate system operational requires
a longer and sustainable effort. Third, the diversification of national currency in trade is
increasing. Trade and buying food and oil in national currencies gives countries outside the
collective West options that were not available earlier. In the contemporary international system,
nation states of the Global South are determined to choose their own allies. In this environment
geopolitics and geoeconomics are merging, and new supply chains and alternate currency
chains are enabling dual/multiple circulation systems. This is the material basis of the multipolar
system.

Anuradha Chenoy is Adjunct Professor, Jindal Global University, Haryana
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In England, the Jamunapari goat was bred with local breeds to produce the Anglo-Nubian.

The domestic goat ( Capra hircus) is a familiar presence in the rural landscape of India and in
many developing countries. The goat has played an important economic role in human
communities from the time it was domesticated about 10,000 years ago. It has even been
argued that the domestication of goats was an important step in mankind’s shift from a hunting-
gathering lifestyle to agricultural settlements. 

The Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) estimates that the world has 830 million goats
belonging to about 1,000 breeds. India has 150 million from over 20 prominent breeds.
Rajasthan has the most number of goats — the Marwari goat found here is hardy and well-
adapted to the climate of deserts. Another hardy breed, found in the dry regions of Maharashtra,
Telangana and North Karnataka is the Osmanabadi.

The Malabari (also called Tellicherry) of North Kerala is a prolific breed with low-fat meat, and
shares these traits with the beetal goat of Punjab.

The east Indian Black Bengal goat is a vital contributor to the livelihoods of the rural poor of
Bangladesh. It contributes over 20 million square feet of skin and hides to the world’s demands
for leather goods, from firefighters’ gloves to fashionable handbags. As many farmers lack the
space or funds to rear cattle, the goat is rightly called “the poor man’s cow”.

Indian highlands have scant populations of wild goats, from which domestic goats or sheep have
evolved. These include the markhor and the Himalayan and Nilgiri tahr.

Genes from Indian goat breeds spread to all parts of the world during the golden age of
steamships. Goats laden on ships heading to Europe from India provided milk and meat on the
months-long journey. The Jamunapari goats of Uttar Pradesh were favoured as they yield 300
kg of milk during eight months of lactation. Once in England, the Jamunapari was bred with local
breeds to produce the Anglo-Nubian, a champion producer of high-fat milk.

With a generation time of about two years, and plenty of milk production, it is not surprising that
goats have attracted the attention of biotechnology companies wishing to produce therapeutic
proteins in bulk. 

The first success came with ATryn, the trade name for a goat-produced antithrombin III
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molecule. Antithrombin keeps the blood free from clots, and its deficiency (usually inherited) can
lead to serious complications such as pulmonary embolisms. Affected individuals need
antithrombin injections twice a week, usually purified from donated blood. 

Transgenic goats carrying a copy of the human antithrombin gene have cells in their mammary
glands that release this protein into milk. It has been claimed that one goat could produce
antithrombin equivalent to what was obtained from 90,000 units of human blood.

Recently, the monoclonal antibody cetuximab, which has been approved by the FDA as an anti-
cancer drug against certain lung cancers, has also been produced in cloned goat lines. Large
quantities can be made this way (10 grams per litre of milk). It is not yet known whether this
‘Farmaceutical’ will clear regulatory hurdles regarding safety and efficacy. Will other monoclonal
antibodies be produced some day in large quantities using goats as drug factories?

( The article was written in collaboration with Sushil Chandani, who works in molecular
modelling. sushilchandani@gmail.com)
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